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FOREWORD 

This document is a machine translation of Russian 

text which has been processed by the AN/GGQ-l6(XW-2) 

Machine Translator, owned and operated by the United 

otates Air Force.  The machine output has been fully 

post-edited.  Ambiguity of meaning, words missing from 

the machine's dictionary, and words out of the context 

of meaning have been corrected.  The sentence word 

order has been rearranged for readability due- to the 

fact that Russian sentence structure does not follow 

the English subject-verb-predicate sentence structure. 

The fact of translation does not guarantee editorial 

accuracy, nor does it indicate USAF approval or dis- 

approval of the material translated. 
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\ 

The atomization /l__7 an^ combustion of a fuel in a supersonic flow is of 
\ 

interest in air-breathing jet engines with the flow in the combustion chambers 

at M  1. 

In work /"2]y it is proposed that the combustion of the prepared mixture be 
-I 

accomplished in a stabilized detonational wave. The developi:.ent of the process 

of combustion in a high temperature supersonic flow is determined by the quality 

of the fuel atomization, in the engine atomization, evaporation, and mixing. 

—Below are-presented'the results of a study of the form of the torch of < 

atomization and also the scale of the atomization in a super-onic Plow. An 
A 

examination of the process of atomization is conducted within the frame work of 

an aerodynamically posed problem without a computation of the heat transfer and 

phase transitions (evaporation, dissociation etc.) 

It is assumed that disintegration of the liqi id occurs very rapidly and the 

heat phenomena (in a number of cases do not succeed in influencing substantially 

the initial diameter of the particles (which later on, of course, are subject to 

evaporation), 

Symbols 
A»— diameter of drop; "T^— time; 

CL     %-jf  — are median and maximum diameter £— level of turbulence in 
^  ' '   of the drops in the spectrum of "      the gas flow; 

atomizationj 
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Cx   — drag coefficient of drop 

/^  — Reynolds number at the initial 
moment of a flow around a drop 

' ' ^L— density of gas and liquid 

t/,^— kinerr.it 5 c viscosity of gas and 
liquid 

/?  — initial angle of drop's depar- 
ture from nozzle of atomizer 

%. u — absolute coordinateS 

* — relative coordinate 

Y — angle of inclination with respect 
to the trajectory of drop to the 
axis o X 

y, L  — coordinates of the asymptote in 
an absolute anda relative system. 

rrij P   — mass and area of middle 
cross-section of the drop 

o1   — surface tension of the 
liquid 

"TJ^J — temperature and pressure 
of deceleration 

4 r  — drop in pressure on injec- 
tion of the liquid. 

a speed of sound in gj.3 

^  — number of drops n.. asured 
in the experiment 

/j  — experimental value of 
ordinate of asymptote 

y    — coefficient of torch of 
atomization 

</ — diameter of nozzle of direct- 
spray 

*   — Reynolds number of flow 
around drop 

/*? — Mach number of flow 

0  — Weber number 

1. A model of the phenomenon and the asymptote of the torch of atomization. 

Atomization in a flow of supersonic speeds with an injection of liquid from a 

cylindrical aperture at an angle of 90° to the axii, of flow l_\j  is distinguished 

by the following peculiarities. 

1. The stream disintegritcs near the place of injection, however a small 

section of disintegration exists at the base of the stream in the form of a 

"liquid leg". The depth of penetration of the torch of atomization into the 

flow is noticeably less than in subsonic flows (fig. l) . 

2. In frono of the torch appears a curvilinear shock wave (fig. 1). its 
the/ 

element adjoining to/base of the stream, is nearly a normal shock. 

1. Sometimes in tnis zone is observed a small   shaped or a detached sloping 
shock wave, apparently as the result of the interaction between the wave and 
the boundary layer on the atomizer. 
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The steepness of initial section of the shock wave rapidly diminishes, and 

the wave approximates a rectilinear characteristic, corresponding to the Mach 

number of incident flow. 

3,  The outer limit of the torch is sharply outlined and tends to a hori- 

zontal asymptote, with which it nearly joins.  Farther on the limit disappears as 

the result cl' turbulent diffusion of the drops. 

T! 
s 

\ m rwo^' mm PQ 

W\JW m 

Fig. 1 

An investigation by the photographic spark method, method of Toepler, ect. 

make it possible to present a moael of the atomization and the motion of particles 

in the torch.  The process of atomization, in the general case, is composed, 

apparently, of two stages. The nonatomized stage or the stream is deformed :.. ■ 

a thin film, which is disintegrated in zone after the normal shock, i.e. in the 

subsonic flow.  Then, the second stage ensues. The drops will pass through the 

zone of supersonic flow back of a curvilinear wave, where the impact pressure r»f 

the gas increases, here the drops can split into smaller drops. 

The subsequent displacement of the particles in the torch can be represented 

as the main motion along a system of stationary (averaged) trajectories and the 

dispersion 01 droplets with respect to these trajectories as the result of 

perturbations in process of the disintegration of the stream and turbulent diffu- 

sion. A swarra with a high particle density, moves within the"torch. 
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Fig. 2 

However, along the limits of the torch, its density sharply drops (distrib- 

ution curve of concentrations in fuel torches is characteriszed by a sharp 

maximun within and steep fall towards the periphery). 

As a first approximation we L ill assume that the drops at the outer limit 

of the torch almost everywhere move as individual particles in a gas with para- 

meters, close to parameters of the injident flow. The swarm of drops will not 

change the flow before the torch in the zone of supersonic flow (perturbations 

will not be transmitted along the flow) which is possible in subsonic  processes, 

Let us suppose the outer limit (which ordinary photographs second) as the 

stationary trajectory of the largest drop arnax in the spectra of atomizatior. 

Let us examine the problem about the asymptote of the limit, formed by the 

trajectory of a drop a^^ in the vertical plane of symmetry of the torch. We 

shall select the orgin as it was shown in Fig. 2. 

The equation of the motion of a nonevaporating spherical drop having a 

diameter a , a mass m has the form 

m 

Here f  is the time, v —the absolute velocity of the drop, u is the 

relative velocity of the drop, u is the unit vector of the relative velocity of 

drop, v0 is exhaust velocity. 

The drag coefficient Cx of a spherical drop vail be in the general case a 

f 
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function of the Reynolds number and Mach number of the flew around the drop. 

However an investigation of mot ion of a particle after a shock wave in a 

field of variable speed and density, shews that in the relative motLcn, the drop 

is blown around by the subsonic flow [IJ,  rionsequcntly, it is possible to 

ignore the influence of the reach number on Cv. The experimental relation Cx = 

^x (ß)* given by V. A. Olcvskiy [kj  for a sphere and also valid in a fairly 

wide range of Reynolds numbers R, has the form 

1  ^=;/{'+p^ + T=0-32+7rf-^ CIO-
1
</T<6.I^ fi.3) 

The trajectory of a drop with a diameter, a, moving with an initial 

speed v0 at an initial angle ß ~  90° to the axis of flow of gas of parameters 

w, P2_, v-^, has a horizontal asymptote w: th the ordinate Y. 

For determining Y, let us turn to the relative system of coordinates, 
is/ 

associated with the incident flow (in which, as/well known, the trajectory of a 

drop with w = const becomes a straight line). 

Equation (l.l) after eliminating f  assumes in new coordinates the following 

form (fig. 2): 

^"r^T-TTT1* (1.4) 

Formula of the co-ordinate conversion. 

•   r =? I cos r + "'T,        y «f'lsinf « I-2S. (1.5) 

A drop in a relative system monotonical.ly tends to a certain asymptotic 

point Mi (L). By substituting into the equations of motion (1.4) the drag 

coefficient from formula (1.3)j after simple transformations we obtain 

.    £ =, _ B fau +-sy':-f ^ (i.6) 
_ . - i .... 

* 
- -- - .' 

■ fl=U3-  B.-V-' ■•»'-^- ' B>~A' . .   (1.7) 

S' 
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The boundary condition u = u0 at I  =0, 

Integrating within the limits u^ u "^ 0 from the beginning of the motion 

to the complete entrapment, wo writa as 

ay^rs^fß, ■     (i8) 

The complete entrapment of drop (when its speed is compared with speed of 

the flow) will be attained at infinity. 

In a turbulent flow it is possible to assume a drop enti" pped fr^/n the 

moment, when its relative velocity ue becomes successively eqjal to the pulsa- 

tional speed  (C is the level of turbulence). Up to this moment usually we 

ignore the effect of turbulence (if energy of the pulsations are small in 

comparison with the energy of the mean motion). 

Thus, the integral (1.8) for a real motion should be computed from u0 to€u>. 

However, in flows of moderate or small turbulence, the value ofG U> is compara- 

tively small (£ = 0.05), and the result therefore varies very little, if we 

compute the integral in the interval /~u0, oj.    From expression (1.8) it 

follows that an asymptote exists always, except in the particular and imaginary 

case of A2 = A-^ = 0, corresponding to C^ = const in the entire interval of the 

motion. Dy computing integral (1.8), we obtain the abscissa of the asymptotic 

point, to which the drop tends in a relative motion. 

C^Ajt,     C^A^OK  C^A,.     C^-li^l-. 
(1.9) 

(1.10) 

Here R0 = u0 a/v-^ — the initial Reynolds number, Vj. — kinematic viscosity 

of the gas. Using the co-ordinate conversion (1.5), we find the ordinate. 

I.- •   

C 
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Formula (l.ll) expresses the ordinate of the asymptote of the torch in a 

flow of moderate turbulence by the pirameters of the gas, the flowing liquid 

and the size of the drops a " a-max. At present it is impossible to compute Y, 

frorr formula (Ul) because the size of the drops i' unknown. We shall Introduce 

an experimental relationship, determining the ordinate of the asymptote of the 

torch Y. 
. 20 

Fig. 3 

The processing of photographs of torches of atomization in a supersonic 

flow makes it possible to obtain the fairly general relationship (Fig. 3) 

Here d is the diameter of nozzle aperture of atomizer, 6— surfac tenrr ^n 

of the liquid, a« is the speed of sound in gas. 

The dimensionless ordinate of the asymptote of torch increases with an 

increase of the relation between kinetic energies of injected liquid and gas, 

Reynolds and Mach numbers of the flow and decreases with an increase of Weber's 

criterion (which conforms with the physical meaning of the criteria). The 

Kach number M, diameter d, temperature T0 that and the pressure P in the deceler- 

ation of the flow the fall of pressures in the fuel feed A P varies within the 

limits 

i 



?. The scale of the atomization in a supersonic flow. Literature on the 

scale of atomization in a supersonic flow (due to difficulties of experimental 

Investigation) is sparse. Here it is possible to indicate results Ditron /~1_7. 

for atomizers of very srrall consumptions. 

In the experiment described below was used (after certain improvements) the 

well-known method of collecting drops on a layer of carbon, covered by the vapors 

of burnt magnesium (MgO). 

The layer was applied to the flat of a special rod (closed cylindrical 

case with a slot), placed along the cross-section diameter of the flow. During 

measurement in the flow the case is moved along the rod, as it provides access 

for the drops to the collecting surface through the slot in the case. 

Experiments v/ere made in an installation, where into a free jet of super- 

sonic speeds, were fed alcohol and water from atomizers with various diameters of 

the nozzle aperture d. The air from main line of high pressure passed through 

receiver to the supersonic nozzle. The rated conditions of the effusion with 

the number M - 1.0, 1.2, 1.8, 2.h  were realized by means of interchangeable 

dynamic nozzles.    r , ^—— . iff 
'Q 
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Fig. U 

Parameters of the flow were established and were controlled by measure- 

t 
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ment of full pressure po in the receiver, ter.perature T0 (thenr.ocouple) and static 

pressure at the discharge section of the nozzles (morcur> U-shaped manometer). 

Photographs of the gas jet on output rade according to Toepler's method were an 

additional control of the method. 

In most cases fuel was fed from the center of the flow, and in a series of 

experiments the jet of alcohol flowed out from the aperture on the wall of the 

nozzle or from pipe on periphery of the jet. 

Po=*i.0-i-5.§ama,    T^HVK,    Ai> = 5-M5 amu 

Additionally a small number of experiments was made in evaluating the effect 

of a normal shock wave on the size of the drops.  For this purpose the torch with 

an already know spectrum of atomization was passed across the surface of the 

detached shock wave before shell, beyond which the measurement of the scale of 

the atomization was made. 

The drops were collected at a certain distance from the point of injection, 

where the speed of the flow diminishes to 60-80 m/sec. 

The layer of carbon had a thickness of 0.5 to 0.6 mm.  This made it possible 

to ignore the difference between the imprints of the drops and their actual 

dimensions.  In our experiments it was found possible to ignore the evaporabillty 

of the drops. 

The diameters of imprints were measured under a microscope (usually about 

1000 measurements per handling).  The average error of measurements amounted to 

+ 2 to ± /^ MK. 

Spectra curves making it possible to find the median diameter am and maximum 

a^, corresponding to 95 %  of the mass of the drops (see table). The letters 

a, b, c, ... indicate method of injecting the liquid into the flow according to 
5 

a procedure , but the figure in the columai "of the dos' ^nation", — 



— experifr.enlal points in Fig.  /♦. 

In order to  facilitate the seeking of the form of dopendencey for amiax ,   the factor 

of dir.omion wo associate with any ragnitudo, r.ure admisoable to experimental 

determination. 

As such we shall select the ordinato of asymptote of tho atomisation torch 

r. • 
In using the adopted model { £   l),  where t'n outer limit of the torch is 

compared to the trajectory of the largest drop, we shall compare experimental 

values Yö from formula (1.12) with the computed magnitude of Y (arax) from 

relationship (l.ll) 

r.=,rrC"w)-   ■ (21) 

If we solve this expression with respect to a^^, WG shall obtain the 

relationship for maximum diameter of the drops. The variable factor^ we shall 

designate as the coefficient of the torch of atomization.  It expresses the total 

effect of factors, explicitly ignored in the adopted scheme of the phenomenon. 

These factors include the substitution of the complex velocity profile ; id density 

after the shock wave of the torch by parameters p. w, the ignoring of the length 

"of the liquid leg" at the base of the fuel stream, the substitutions of the 

rv.-arm of particles by a single drop etc.  According to the physical meaning of 

these factors, <p > 1 and the greater it differs from unity, the larger    the 

indicated effects (tendency of the effect which is identical).  According to (2.1) 

we write out 

(2.2) 

The function 

- ^ iß mi) OT  /fmjx = ~L 

is transcendental this makes it impossible to solve equation  (2.2) with respect 
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Results of an experimental investigation of the scalo of 
atomi/.ation in a supersonic flow 

1) ata; 2) ati; 3) liquid; 4) method of supplying of liquid; 5) Designation; 
6) Alcohol; 7) Water. 

We aproximate <p by the power function 

C> {/TrnJ ^0.28/?* ,, ^ ' 400^/?mJxc£ 6000   _.    (2.3) 

After respective transfonoatiens, we obtain 

// 
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The coefficient of the torch  <p  wc sock in the form of 

(2.0 

V-^, (2.5) 

Here the constants m, n > 0; they are dctciTa.ined experimentally. 

It is pooGible, for example, to asourco that with a decrease in R, drag 

coefficient of the flow around the torch increases and, consequently, the 

aerodynamic forces, deforming and destroying "liquid leg".  An increase of 

criterion D also reduces the initial zone of the disintegration of the liquid Jet. 

All the statements above facilitate the analysis of the structure of the 

formula for a-,^^. The experimental relationship being sought acquires the form 

ßlf 
In Fig. h  the results of processinjy experimental data for a   in coordinates 

of lg J and lg "X.    are presented.  It turns out that also the median diameter 

of spectrum ara conforms with the analogous relationship 

^^, -H^wi'+^yr     c2.v) 
The dimensionless parameter aw;i/vj_ appears as a ratio of the Reynolds 

number wd/V-i to the Mach number w/a^. The values w and d exert the greatest 

influence on the size of the drops.  Formulas (2,6), (2.7) should be assiraed as 

a first approximation, subject to further modification. They contain by far 

not all the criteria of the problem (number of which, according to the well- 

known "P- theorem", is equal to 6). 

The complex ^2^1  docs not enter into the formulas, apparently, the obtained 

relationships are valid for not very viscous liquids of the type water, alcohol, 

kerosene (at temperatures, close to those of the experiment or higher). The 

effect of the number M is found to be rather weak; this agrees with data of 

experiments made by Bitron /~1_7, and it conforms to the weak effect of M on the 

U 
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aGyrr-.ptotc of the atomlzation torch. 

In nitron's work the kinetic energy of ,1 given liquid v/aa very small in 

comparison with the energy of the gas flow,  Tn this case it is impossible to 

speak of a well-developed torch of atomization^ possessing ever so wide a 

marked range. 

Thus, Bitron's data pertain to particular processes of atomlzation. 

The order of magnitudes in the sizes of drops, obtained in Ditron's 

experiments, are comparatively close to the data cited herein, but the small 

values of dia.T.eter of nozzle aperture differ greatly from those given from its 

formula with an increase of d (d^, 1.0 - 1.5 mm). 

The attempt by Bitron to use the well known Nikuyama — Tanazava formula 

for a description of the results on the size in a supersonic atomization, 

apparently is insufficiently perspective. This formula v/as obtained for subsonic 

processes of flow, and besides, has a primary defect: namely the dimensional 

relationship, which does not possess sufficient generality. 

More perspective is the attempt of generalizing formulas of a subsonic 

atomizati- n with the introduction of parameters of flow after a normal jhock 

(zone of the torch base). 

Tn conclusion let us note that described experiments herein shows an abrupt 

decrease in the size of the drops during their passage through a shock wave 

(which agrees with comments available in literature). 

Thus, for example, a torch with a spectrum a^^ = 16 mk, a^ ^ 7 nk  after 

passage through a shock with parameters of the incident flowM = 1.8, T = 275 K, 

P ~ 5.h  ata will have spectrum with a^^^ = 8 rn and a = ^ in. 

An oblique shock with a slope'-w//,0 to 50°, no longer exerts a marked effect 
- ■     \ 

on the size of the drops. In passing through a normal shock, a drop is subject 

to the effect of the pressure gradient, however the period of the reaction is 

f3 
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very ühort  (owing to the  Ghallovmess of the  shock).    Apparently,   the generation 

of a groat  relative velocity during the fall of a drop into the zone after the 

L;hock,   io nxre significiant. 

Submitted Nov.   196^ 
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